The rearview mirror
was first used at the
inaugural running of
the Indy 500 race by
the eventual winner:
Ray Harroun.

The USA has the
most cars / capita.
According to the
latest numbers there
are 765 cars for
every 1,000 people.

Exhaust Diagrams
Manufacturer exhaust diagrams are one of the key features provided
through the Internet AutoParts (IAP) catalog. These exploded views are a
handy reference for the Service Dealer. If the Service Dealer looks up
Exhaust parts via the Catalog, then once on a Parts List Page, they simply
need to be see that a diagram is available. In the example below, the
Parts List page is showing that there is a Walker Diagram available:

Most American car
horns beep in the
key of F.

Private Sector jobs
grew by 83,000 in
May. Overall job
growth was only
54,000.

Note that this is shown at the top of the Walker Manufacturing Line. If
the Service Dealer clicks on the Catalog Diagram link (notice that it is
underlined), the system will open a new window with that diagram in it.
In this example, the vehicle is a 2002 Ford F‐150 Pick Up, V8‐330 5.4L
SOHC. The diagram is shown on the following page.
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At the right are
several exhaust
diagrams for
illustration
purposes only. The
first one is the
result of the search
on the Ford F‐150
V8. The second
one is from a 2000
Lexus RX 300, and
the last one is from
a GMC G1500 V8,
which is showing an
AP Exhaust
Diagram.

Technical Tip
Q: Is it possible to not
display parts that do not
have pricing or
availability at the parts
store?
A: Yes! At the bottom of the
Parts List page is a “Filter”
button. When pressed it will
only show parts that have
pricing or availability at the
part store or part store
network. After it is pressed, it
changes to “No Filter”, which
when clicked returns to
showing all parts that are in
the Stores Display.

Suggestions
As mentioned in previous newsletters, IAP is
looking for suggestions from both the Distributor
and the Service Dealer. Please use the following
email address to send them to:
suggestions@iapshop.com
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